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EDITORIALS 

NOW WE KNOW 
• 

(Reprinted from the Washington Observer News 
letter of April 15, 1972) 

Although officials at GOP Headquarters recent-
ly came out with the "information" that Senator 
Edward M. Kennedy (D-Mass) would at the last 

4noment storm the Democart Convention and grab 
Presidential nummation, according to political 

insiders no such nova r' 	making. They cite 
the following" fact, which has been kept secret for 
nine years, to back their certitude that Teddy will 
-remain on the sidelines . cluring the coming 'presi-. 
dential election, regardless of whether the Demo-
crat Convention is Miami will want to draft him 
of not. 

Back in 1963, shortly after President Kennedy's 
.aes.  asaiation, Robert F. Kennedy, while he was 

11 Attorney-General, conducted his own investi- 
tion of the death of his brother. That private 

investigation, which ran parallel with the official 
inquiry into the magnicide conducted by the War-, 
ren Commission, was featured by trips to this 
country by an Inspector Hamilton, former Chief , 
Inspector of Scotland Yard. Hamilton, an old friend 
of Joseph P. Kennedy, with whom he had many 
contacts during the latter's ambassadorship in 
London, had been retained by Bobby to help un-
ravel the real truth about the murder of J. F. K. 

After long cordon  -ink With the members of the 
Kennedy family. And making a few discreet sound-' 
ings with his own contacts, Hamilton zeroed on 
the fact that the assassination of John Kennedy , 
had occurred very shortly after his brother Bobby 
had made some;  preliminary moves of taking direct 
personal control-of the U. S. Central Intelligence - 
Agency, whose leadership' he blamed for the Bay 
of Pigs fiasco. Harriilton, following the "CUI PRO-
DEST" ("NN-horn does it benefit?") reasoning 
reached the conclusion that Bobby's move to Seise 
control of the CIA had something to do with the 
murder of his elder brother.* 
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After Bobby's own assassination in 1968, it is 
not known whether Teddy has the documentation 
Bobby had collected in his private investigation 
or whether it has been destroyed.  

But apparently Teddy has beoenui convinced of 
the correctness of Hamilton's conclusion. and fur-. • 
thermore, considers it to have bee& further yin. 
dicated by Bobby's own death—which occurred  
within a matter of days after he threw his hat '    
into the presidential ring and was on the way to 
put himself again in the position to take over the 

• free-spending, powerful cloak and dagger agency.. 
Teddy Kennedy receives an average of about: 

ten death threats a week via anonymous phone' 
calls and copies of the letters. are tuned over to 
the U. S. Secret/' Service. None of the culprits: 
have been apprehended. Incidentially, it has been) 
decided Kennedy does not need Secret Service. a+' 
protection since he is a . r'non-candidate." An _.$4,..„, 
other announced presidential candidates haver-11.-. 
Secret Service detail assigned for their protection 

."- during the campaign. Significantly, as previously: 
and all other security and intelligence agencies. 

-- direct control over the CIA, FBI, Secre tServiego  
I reported in WO, Dr. Henry A. Kissinger exercise* k,.. 

Mirror note: This must have been bitter for 
'Bobby to recall that Richard Helm, Head of the 
CIA at the time, was in the swimming pool  
Bobby when J. Edgar Hoover phoned to ''say 
'Your brother has been shot." • 	• - 
* Changed since Governor Wallace Mid shot. 

• aurinu the e=:paii•gl. 	:.5iL:aifice.:Itly, as 
1 7revioucly• reported in WO, Dr. He 	A. 

—i:sinGer exercise:- direct control over the 
CIA, FbI, feeret 3ervlce and all other 
secttrit:-  and intelli,:enec 
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